
 

 

Exam Crucible Essay  

 
The subversion of the truth by a political authority is intended to ensure supreme control over a 

society, Arthur Miller’s dramatic allegory The Crucible (1953) depicts the contentions Cold War 

period in American history through the exploration of the 1692 Salem Witch Trials. George Orwell’s 

Animal Farm (1945) explores the deterioration of the communist regime on Manor Farm, a 

representation of the 1917 Russian revolution and the tyranny of the Stalin era. Whilst depicting 

antithetical contextual periods both texts explicate how politics and the perversion of truth can inflict 

irreparable harm in communities and ultimately lead the corruption of political power and control 

over a society. 

 

The supremacy of a dominant politic power is inextricably linked with their ability to distort the 

nature of the truth. Miller explores the abrogation of justice during the Salem Witch trials and the 

theocratic and Puritan society through the deception and delusion that arises. The political situation 

deteriorates as individuals make accusations and reattribute allegations of witchcraft, evidenced when 

Abigail Williams exclaims,”[Elizabeth Proctor] is a bitter woman, a lying, cold snivelling women she 

is blackening my name”. The motif of darkness highlights Abigail’s true intention as a malevolent 

retributive forces against the conformity of Puritan society. Her deception and duplicitous nature 

conveys her as the instigator of the corruption and justice in this town, by making accusations of 

witchcraft in order to seek absolution from John Proctor despite his numerous rejections. The 

political forces in the Salem attempt to maintain control by interring members of the town accused, 

however John Proctor is aware of the true nature of allegations, “vengeance walks this town..little 

crazy children jangle the keys of the kingdom”. Miller’s use of personification highlights how 

personal grudges have been utilised to accuse others. This contextual reflects Senator McCarthy’s 

blacklisting, whereby media sensationalism and paranoia led to the unfounded allegations of 

communist sympathises in 1950s America.  

 

Correspondingly, Orwell’s The Animal Farm divulges how the deterioration of a political regime 

based on deception to reveal it’s true intentions of control. Through anthropomorphism Orwell 

depicts the disintegration of the Communist regimes under Stalin reflecting human characteristics 

onto the animals of Manor Farm. Following the expulsion of tyrannical human farmer Mr Jones, the 

animals relinquish control and seek to implement a communist regime, evidenced by the 

establishment of, “All animals are equal”, one of the commandments and religious allusion intended 

to portray the egalitarianism of the new political regime. However, soon after their liberation 

Orwell’s circular narrative structure soon reveals the subversion of these ideal and deceptive nature 

of politics as the pigs, particularly Napoleon who emulates Stalin, become the pre-eminent animals 

and become indistinguishable from the humans. The distorted nature of political agendas for control 

is thus evidenced as the pigs ironically begin, “walking on their hind legs” and holding a “whip in his 

trotter”. Similarly to the execution of Millers, The Crucible the animals begin executing individuals 

who dissent until metaphorically, “the air was heavy with the smell of blood”. Orwell parallels 

simultaneously the Soviet Purge Trials of the 1930s where Soviet leaders were executed for false 

crimes. Thus the corrupted nature of political regimes who seek absolute power and and deceive 



 

 

societies in order to do so is apparent.  

 

The suppression of truth by individuals of authority is intended to maintain control over a society. 

The McCarthy trials saw rational thought deteriorate into mass hysteria and saw waves of people 

victimised by prejudiced intimidation and harassment. Miller uses the rising tension of each act to 

highlight how the political regimes  seek absolute control, evidenced when the girls of Salem in a 

crescendo effect, “I saw Sarah Good with the Devil!, I saw Goody Osbourne with the Devil!”, the 

anaphora and exclamatory tone divulge how the truth is being distorted to serve the political agendas 

of the girls as the stage direction indicate they speak with, “[Ecstatic cries] and [great glee]. The 

McCarthyism period emulates this when in order to suppress notions of a communist invasion, 

alleged American sympathisers through the House of Un-American Activities Committee (HUAC).  

 

Similarly, George Orwell’s Animal Farm divulges how deliberate distortion of the truth by political 

authorities can consolidate their power and control. Under the new impetus on the farm and illusion 

that the animals are ‘working for themselves’ rather than a human exploiters the tyrannical pigs 

subsequently betray each of the 7 commandments of equality they stipulated. Orwell’s circular 

narrative conveys this as their original commandment of “All pigs are equal” is altered to “All pigs are 

equal but some are more equal than others” The paradox inherent in the corrupted regime is not 

questioned by the animals as the pigs capitalise on their intellectual inferiority to subvert the truth 

and egalitarian ideals. Their priority of control over the truth is apparent when the pigs state that the 

glittering rhetoric of their leader Napoleon, “could turn black into white”, the colour imagery and 

juxtaposition highlighting how the communist regime under Stalin was deliberately deceptive. This 

contextually reflects Joseph Stalin who in the Soviet Union frequently falsified facts and influenced 

the media in order to gain the populations’ support and suppress political dissidents. Evidently the 

intention of most political regimes is often to ensure control and compliance, rather than portraying 

the truth.  

 

 

 

 

 
 


